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Book Descriptions:

canon 85mm 1.8 manual override

It helps me keep adding to this free website when you get your things through these links — but I
receive nothing for my efforts if you buy elsewhere. Thanks for your support! Ken. All modern Canon
lenses do this. See also Crop Factor. It performs excellently. All focusing is internal using cams. I
can show this with deliberate tests, but with real 3D subjects its not a problem. Its as perfect as Ive
ever seen. No real lens offers Gaussian defocus blur circles at large apertures. This is normal. AF is
instant, manual focus is just a touch of the ring and nothing rotates or extends as you use the lens.
Its negligible on a 1.6x camera. see crop factor . Falloff is much less visible with real subjects and
smaller sensor cameras. I had to stack filters 19.5mm thick until they caused any visible effect on a
full frame camera. On a smaller format camera you could stack even more see crop factor . This
example is unrealistic its deliberately contrived to show ghosts. In real photography youd have used
5 stops less exposure to retain the sky. Its opposite 180 degrees from the electronic contacts. It goes
inside a camera when mounted. Even then, its very good.Heres an extreme example Do this yourself
and you could wind up like my friend. For curiositys sake I measured the slowest speeds at which I
could hand hold it. Read Why IS is Important to understand what these ratings mean. Blur is a
random event, so if you fire enough shots, youll eventually get a sharp one even at slow speeds! Its
much better than you expect, so if youre reading this because you think you want one, then just go
get one. Youll love it! It costs you nothing, and is this sites, and thus my familys, biggest source of
support. These places have the best prices and service, which is why Ive used them since before this
website existed. I recommend them all personally. Its great people like you who allow me to keep
adding to this site fulltime. Thanks! Thank
you.http://backkwang.com/userData/board/dubai-traffic-signs-manual.xml
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Additionally, a ringtype USM is employed to deliver quick and quiet autofocus performance along
with fulltime manual focus control. Helping to achieve high color fidelity and contrast, a Super
Spectra coating has been applied to individual elements and serves to minimize reflections, lens
flare and ghosting. Super Spectra coating has been applied to individual elements to minimize
ghosting and flare for greater contrast and color neutrality when working in strong lighting
conditions. A ringtype Ultrasonic Motor USM is employed to deliver fast, precise, and quiet
autofocus performance as well as fulltime manual focus override. Additionally, the front of the lens
does not rotate during focusing to better permit working with polarizing and graduated filter types.
Rounded eightblade diaphragm contributes to a pleasing out of focus quality that benefits the use of
shallow depth of field and selective focus techniques. Let us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED
ITEMS Browsing History ON Clear History 0 36 Not responsible for typographical or illustrative
errors. Images are sharp and clear at all apertures. Through computer simulations, the lens has
been designed to give beautiful background blur. Since the front lens group does not rotate during
focusing special filter effects are not affected. In the digital era at least with subframe cameras, the
85mm focal length of this lens gets a little long for that usage youll end up having to stand off quite
a distance from your model, but the favorable effect of a long focal length continues to make the
attractive choices for that sort of work. While far from a perfect optic, the 85mm may be one of the
better portrait lenses on the market Read on below for all the details from our testing. The Full
Frame 5D Blur Viewer reveals even softer corners on the 5D, a result of the larger sensor capturing
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corner detail much farther from the center of the
frame.http://oecschool.com/userfiles/ducane-3100-manual.xml

These observations will be expanded upon in the two sections Center Sharpness, Corner Sharpness
immediately below. At closest focus, the image spans a horizontal distance of 18 cm, so this clearly
isnt to be considered a macro optic.Its balance on both bodies resulted in a very comfortable hold.
Despite its very large maximum aperture, it isnt a particularly heavy lens, and it seems relatively
short for its focal length. The Canon ET65II lens hood an accessory is light and relatively large, a
great help in avoiding flare from nearframe light sources.Maybe soon Corner Sharpness is good
except at the widest apertures. Chromatic Aberration is slightly better than average; Shading is
better than average; and Distortion is excellent.It does have rather soft corners when shooting wide
open, particularly on a fullframe body, but as noted perhaps to excess, this might actually be a
benefit for portrait shooters. Stopped down slightly, it delivers very good performance for anyone, at
a very good price. Good bits, as there are loads of em. Once stopped past f2.5 it blossoms into a
wonderful bit of phototaking glass. USM is fast, the bright viewfinder also a major bonus. Im
thinking not just the red ring snob in me makes me keep the L glass.This one is my favorite 85 for
canon system. Its fast enough for almost everything. It has the goodness of an 85 lens. Build quality
is nice, and it has USM too. It focuses fast and accurate, even in dim lights. It would be nicer if its
get an IS motor.For the price, the build quality is good, if not outstanding. Focus ring is decent, but
there other lenses with better focus ring. The focal length is great for blurring background, in which
this lens shine even though it cannot matched the bokeh quality of 135L, but hey its far cheaper. At
85 mm which translates to 136 mm on APSC body, this lens is not the most versatile. Filter thread
size is easy to find; 58 mm and not the most expensive out there.

This is a great lens, if you need 85 mm lens. The 85 mm f1.2 does cost you a fortune! I remain
blissfully unaware of what life is like for 85L shooters, but I have a hard time imagining how much
better it really can be. I really wish Canon could construct a lens of this quality at 50mm. Also useful
for Landscape, build quality is good for a non L, its a prime just get it already. I really hate the lens
hood. I broke one of the clips the first day, and while I still keep it on, it is a constant nuisance. Yeah,
its got fringing wide open, but its a small price to pay for such an excellent lens. I use it on a T2i and
the results are always astounding. This lens is perfect for a photojournalist who takes street photos
or vertical portraits. The bokeh is superb. I dont have images to share at the moment since i havent
uploaded them yet. However, the customer images at Amazon are what sold me into buying this
2derful lens. Check out these images If you are looking for an affordable prime lens with excellent
image results, then this is the lens for you. Build quality is similar to the 50mm 1.4, 28mm 1.8, and
100mm 2, which is to say good, not great. Probably the most frustrating characteristic of this lens is
the minimum focus distance of.85m. Ive often wanted to move closer to a subject, only to find that
the lens will not autofocus at the intended distance. Thus, I replaced it with the 100mm macro in my
kit and havent looked back for any application. It has since become possibly my favourite lens. It can
be used in very low light. The image quality is nothing short of amazing. It is extremely sharp and
produces wonderful colour, contrast and bokeh. The AF is fast and accurate. With the wide aperture
I dont find myself wanting or needing IS. The minimum focusing distance is 2.8ft, but add an
extension tube to reduce the minimum focusing distance and you have a cheap but very competent
entry level macro lens.

With portrait work now, this is my first choice lens even though I have L lenses to choose from. I
really cant praise it enough, and the more I use it, the more I like it. However, it is pointless trying
to describe a lens using words and graphs. The only way is by looking at sample images. A few of my
sample images can be found here See review Sample photo I have as following I have taken shots
with this lens on my 300 and now my 350 and almost all are keepers. The shots I erase are because
of composition, not quality. As I use it mostly for portrait work, on a tripod, IS is not an issue. And it
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is an EF lens, so when I upgrade to a 5D, I will still be able to use it. Highly recommended. I use it
with a 40D. If you are looking for a lens of this focal length stop reading reviews just go and buy it.
The auto focus is quiet and very fast. Build quality of this lens is very good, feels very solid and
definitely a step up from kit lens. There is nothing that I can complain about this lens at this price
point because it has very good built quality, excellent in low light especially freezing motion, and
awesome for portraits. It worth every penny. I recommend this lens in addition to your general
purpose kit lens. Check out sample photos and other review at It easliy focusses on a downhill ski
racer. I use to use a 135 F2 L when shooting Skiers, but its usually too long a focal length when
fitted on a 40D. The 85mm cured that problem and at a bargain price. I normally use it at F2.8, and
at that aperture its L prime sharp.I dont see any reason to pay a lot more for the 1.2L2 lens when
this cheap lens is so good already.This is one of my favorite prime lenses for fullframe Canon bodies.
It is compact and light enough to be very comfortable to use.My first time out with the lens was an
outdoor concert which it handled well. I have course have to learn how to zoom with my feet. The
second outing was a bike race. For portraits and bokeh shots, this lens is great.

No problems there at all. The 28135mm IS USM sits in the bag now, and th 85mm spends most of its
time on the 30D body. Image Samples The hood is a must to cut flair and and richen colors and
contrast. Excellent lens everyone should have one in their bag. One of the sharpest lenses Ive used,
and the very wide maximum aperture makes this lens usable in lowlight situations where using flash
is not an option. The 8bladed aperture results in a very nice, nondistracting bokeh for portraiture,
although 85mm maybe a little too long when used indoors on a 1.6x FOVCF body. Overall, one of the
best bangforthebuck primes in the Canon arsenal. Although it does not have any special glass, it is
amazingly sharp and produces a very beautiful bokeh. What is simply amazing, is its price. This
prime is also lightweight and therefore can be easily added to your bag without having your back
and wallet! suffer the consequences. The DOF at 1.8 is quite narrow, but in general the focusing is
excellent. The CA at 1.8 is troubling, but easily fixed by software. By f4 the lens already peaks and
the quality of the colors produced is surprising. This lens is cheaper than the comparable 100 f2 and
can be used with either Full Frame or 1.6x sensors. There is just no downside here. You can check
many images taken with this lens here Fairly compact, very good optics even wide open and quick
and quiet in operation. It is not heavy either, which is an advantage when carrying lots of gear for
long periods. The only worry is that the little catches on the lens hood seem a bit small and weak,
but I have had the lens and hood for quite a few years now so maybe the impression is unfounded.
Great color and contrast. Creamy bokeh. Fast and very accurate AF. Very compact size and
relatively light weight. I love to use this lens for portraits in studio settings, but also at informal
gatherings to pick out faces from the crowd I use it on a 30d. Its also nice as a small tele solution for
landscape shooting.

It even combines nicely with my Kenko 1,4 TC although some contrast is lost there, but the
sharpness remains great, especially stopped down a little. And the best its cheap, I payed EUR 300
for mine used.Kind of long for inside shots on a 1.5x or 1.6x cropped camera. I dont worry about the
CA issues because my raw converter program takes care of that for me. Excellent lens all around. It
has all the sharpness that one expects from a prime lens and USM focusing is always fast and
accurate. The only downsides to this lens are a tendency for CA in wide open shots and a slightly
long minimum focusing distance that can be a little frustrating. The lens is usably sharp wideopen
and gets better very quickly. OOF areas blur wonderfully, and combined with a shallow Depth of
Field, this lens makes a superb portrait lens. Build quality seems tough, and I havent had any issues
there. The manual focus ring is extremely smooth and has a very good feel. My only complaint of
note is that this lens on an APSC camera, like a 20D, makes shooting anything other than tight
headshots require quite a bit of space. I work in fairly limited studio space, and this makes it a
secondchoice when shooting even head and shoulders, because I just cant back up far enough. I
highly recommend this lens. I was starting to feel this lens was not narrow enough on my Film



camera, but now that I got a subfram dSLR it has become narrower. Not a bad thing but I need to
recalculate my distances from my target as I had this lens for about 3 years if I remember. The
sharpness is incredible and for the price you cant beat it. I mostly shoot it stopped down to 2.0
because at 1.8 it is slighly soft. One thing is that I do notice a little CA when wide open. Nothing to
really be bothered about if youre going to be staying on the web or priting 4x6 but it will be
noticeable if you get to the actual size. Focusing is excellent, fast, and quiet.

Going from FF film to subframe digital made this a more telephoto than a portrait lens but. oh well. I
use this 1.8 and a 35mm 2.0 for all of my indoor church shots now. They complement each other well
and are fast. The colors are also amazing. I can only say that I have a good lens as I dont do anything
special.Wide open, it is not that sharp, as could be expected its better to center and reframe with a
editing tool. 400D has enough pixels for it. I had one or two case of strong CA using it outside and
wide open, but never got any when using it indoor, even with white karategi against black wall. It is
just long enough to stay away from action and get nice shots. Sometimes, it is a bit too long, for
example if you have to take a group photo. However, I wouldnt trade it for a zoom, I like it too much;
Its also a great value. Good price for a lens that performs this well. So know to avoid those, and
everything will be fantastic. It is very shap, fast, FT manual focus, USM. Images are very good.This
one is a keeper in my book. I have bought and sold others but this one stays. I use an XT so it is
equivalent to a 136 approx. 1.8 lens. I have used it at weddings where the light was very poor and it
produced good images. I liked it very much for its IQ sharpness and colors, but also for its compact
size, perfect on the 350D Rebel XT. The fast f1.8 was great for my use indoor portraits and concert
pictures, but this lens was too close to my EFS 60mm macro, and I finally bought the 100mm which
is great. The only negative comment I could make on the lens is its quite pronounced CA in high
contrast zones purple fringing wide open, and still visible at f2.8. My 100mm seems less affected by
the problem. Nevertheless, it appears only in some particular situations, and can be corrected in PP.
It is definitely a lens I would highly recommend like 99% of the users I believe., even more when you
take a look at its price.

This is the first lens I reach for when I want to take potraits. The autofocus is fast and accurate,
build quality is good. One of the best values in the Canon lineup. The only significant downside is the
chromatic aberration, but its only a problem in high contrast scenes. There is a fair bit of vignetting
at 1.8 full frame and it doesnt focus as close as Id like, but these are fairly minor issues for me. I
prefer this focal length for portraits. Wide open the images are just a tad bit soft, compared to
Canons better lenses. Nevertheless this lens has never left me wanting. Unfortunately a lens hood is
not included and when you buy the hood youll wonder why such a small piece of plastic costs so
much. The only downside is that the closest focusing distance is not short enough. This is a lens Ive
used for years and feel it is unlikely to ever leave me. Its Sharp and Very good wide open, but there
are CA issues. The very long minimum focus distance and low magnification is quite annoying if you
are a macro lover. If you shoot sports or other fast moving subjects this is an outstanding lens. Its
good for portraiture if you like the focal length. Two nagging downsides are. 1. at f1.8, theres
noticeable purple fringing 2. it doesnt offer as much magification as an 135L or 85L making some
real world shots an issue.Anyone considering this lens should also consider the 100 usm as well.
Great for availablelight shooting and portraiture. Bought it to use on Canon 5d, and its image quality
seems to be a good match for the fullframe sensor. It is a good focal length for portrait shooting. You
will be able to get very good tight head shots. This is a very good low light performer as well.
Pictures a pretty sharp wide open and extremely sharp at 2.8 as well. The bokeh is silky smooth and
the picture color is stunning. If there is any complaint. I have experienced to what appears to be
some purple fringing or CAchromatic abberation especially on bright areas of the picture.

An explanation that I received from other photographers is that is a artifact from the camera sensor
itself. Either way, I feel this is a wondeful lens and is sharper than any other lens that I own. I my



current collection is the Canon 1740L, Canon 50 1.8, Canon 28135, and Canon 200 2.8L MkI. My
preference for one piece of equipment is based more on the occasion, then a brand. I pair this lens
with Canon’s 1D Mk II and utilize it primarily for portrait and landscape work. I’ve also had
opportunity to utilize this set for architectural work, but not too extensive to this point. The 85mm is
a great lens, a wee bit heavy but I like that for its size, solidly built and frankly, sharp as a tack. In
my portrait and microscape work, I’ve had plenty of opportunity to use the wider end of the aperture
range. I find myself working in the 1.8 to 5.6 range primarily, with f8 coming into play on occasion.
In all instances, the image produced is sharp and contrast from corner to corner. Wide open, the
bokeh is wonderful and buttery smooth. As a landscape lens, I have utilized the full range of
aperture, and not been disappointed at all. Contrast could not be better with this lens. I’ve had
opportunity to use the 85’s lower light range brother on occasion, but have never had opportunity to
regret going with the 1.8. My personal preference is for the 1.8, but everyone has an opinion. For
portraits, it’s opened up new horizons with me. As a landscape lens and the MkII’s 1.4x EFL makes a
great little landscape lens. Feel free to write with any questions or thoughts you may have. This page
requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your browsers
documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.

Recommended Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size
Recommended Manuals File Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size Visit
the Canon Online Store Use it to reduce light reflections from glass and water surfaces or to
improve color saturation. Simple to use, these filters polarize light circularly, rather than linearly, so
they do not interfere with autofocus or TTL light metering. For use with most EF lenses and
PowerShot cameras. Requires Conversion Lens Adapter which is specific to camera model.Filter fits
select lenses with a 58mm diameter. Requires Gelatin Filter Holder Adapter. Can be combined with
optional Gelatin Filter Holder Hoods IV.Requires Gelatin Filter Holder Adapter. Can be combined
with optional Gelatin Filter Holder Hoods III.It helps protect the front glass from dust and scratches.
Used to protect the rear glass element from dust and scratches.Replaced parts and exchanged
Products will become the property of Canon. When returning a Product for warranty service, the
shipping charges must be prepaid and the Product should be shipped in its original container, or an
equivalent, properly packed to withstand the hazards of shipment and be fully insured. A copy of the
warranty card and proof of purchase should be enclosed, as well as a description of the problem
including film samples, where appropriate. Repairs will be made and the Product will be returned,
shipped at NO CHARGE, within the country of repair. This warranty only covers defective materials
or workmanship encountered in normal use and service of a Product and does not apply in the
following cases Replaced parts and exchanged Products will become the property of Canon.

This warranty only covers defective materials or workmanship encountered in normal use and
service of a Product and does not apply in the following cases a Loss of or damage due to abuse
causing deterioration, mishandling, accident or failure to follow operating instructions. An ultrasonic
autofocus motor USM provides fast, smooth and quiet AF action and because the front lens group
does not rotate during focusing, polarizing and special filter effects can be used effectively. Please
Sign in or create an account. Mechanical fulltime manual focusing builtin. The lens features a
nonrotating front element during focusing, enabling specialist filters such as polarisers and
graduates to be used. Excellent holding torque ensures the point of focus is reached accurately,
without overshooting. Furthermore, fulltime manual override is available, making it possible to
adjust focus without leaving AF mode. Elahi Plaza Oposite Ante Para Hotel. Near Moti Masjid Gawal
Mandi Chowk Liaquat Road. Rawalpindi. The lens features a nonrotating front element during
focusing, enabling specialist filters such as polarisers and graduates to be used. Excellent holding
torque ensures the point of focus is reached accurately, without overshooting. Furthermore, fulltime
manual override is available, making it possible to adjust focus without leaving AF mode. Powered



by CSCart Shopping Cart Software. When you purchase through links on our site, we may earn an
affiliate commission. Learn more Mounted on a fullframe camera body, an 85mm lens tends to
produce a flattering perspective that produces a very pleasing look. The moderate telephoto focal
length also enables a comfortable working distance between you both, which means youre not
shooting on top of your subject like you would with a 50mm lens, but still close enough to engage
and give direction. Dont ignore an 85mm prime lens if youre using a camera with an APSC sensor
either as these lenses work a treat on these camera bodies as well.

With the focal length extending to an equivalent to 127.5mm, these lenses works brilliantly for tight
head shots and for headandshoulders portraiture. Its not quite the same story if youre shooting on
Micro Four Thirds, as a shorter focal length is certainly preferable. Whether youre a pro who
demands the best or an enthusiast looking for an affordable alternative, here are the best portrait
lenses. Build quality is pretty epic, including a shockabsorbing front barrel, weatherseals and
fluorine coatings on the front and rear elements. The ability to shoot portraits in the rain might seem
superfluous but wedding photographers would disagree. The optical path is based on 14 elements
and features Canon’s hightech Air Sphere Coating which further reduces ghosting and flare. It feels
wellbalanced on chunky fullframe DSLRs like the 6D Mark II and 5D Mark IV, with excellent
handling characteristics. Wideaperture sharpness is marginally less magnificent than from the
Sigma 85mm Art lens but still pretty extraordinary. The complex optical path is based on 14
elements, including an aspherical element at the rear and two SLD Special Low Dispersion elements,
placed at the centre and towards the front. Autofocus is based on a ringtype ultrasonic system.
Sigma’s Art lenses are immaculately wellbuilt but, unlike some of them, this one adds the extra
bonus of weatherseals. Autofocus is both fast and accurate. But while it’s big in build and price, it’s
utterly supersized in terms of image quality and allround performance. The overall aim is to
maximise wideaperture sharpness and contrast, while keeping both lateral and longitudinal
chromatic aberrations, ghosting, flare and distortion to an absolute minimum. Build quality is
supersturdy and includes weatherseals and fluorine coatings on the front and rear elements. The
ringtype ultrasonic autofocus system is fast and has an electronically coupled manual focus ring that
operates with smooth precision.

Image sharpness is astonishingly high in the central region of the frame, even when shooting
wideopen. Build quality is stout, with a strong metal barrel and weatherseals. Theres also a fast and
highly accurate ringtype ultrasonic autofocus system and Tamron’s proprietary VC Vibration
Compensation optical stabilization system. The aperture is controlled by a 9blade diaphragm which
is more wellrounded than in many competing optics. Bokeh fringing is very negligible, as is lateral
chromatic aberration and distortion. You can therefore only shoot effectively in fully manual or
aperturepriority modes. And you can’t adjust the aperture from the camera, instead needing to turn
the aperture control ring on the lens itself. The aperture value isn’t shown in the camera’s
information display, nor recorded in EXIF information. Similarly, there’s no autofocus nor image
stabilization. While this stingy featureset might sound a dead loss, the reality is something rather
different. The long travel of the focus ring in this manualfocus lens enables very precise and
accurate adjustments. A hybrid aspherical element and Samyang’s Ultra Multi Coating help to
deliver very good image quality with little lateral or longitudinal chromatic aberration, distortion,
ghosting or flare. This Canon lens is ideal on both counts, costing a small fraction of any other
Canon 85mm lens and being very much more lightweight, at just 425g. Originally launched nearly 30
years ago for 35mm film SLRs, the lens has certainly stood the test of time and is equally viable for
digital bodies. The optical path is fairly simple, based on nine elements in seven groups, but includes
Super Spectra coatings to reduce ghosting and flare. The ringtype ultrasonic autofocus system is
fast, whisperquiet and has the usual fulltime manual override with a purely mechanical linkage.

Handling is good and the lens feels wellbuilt although, typical of nonLseries models, it’s not



weathersealed and you have to buy the hood separately. Given the modest aperture rating,
sharpness isn’t particularly impressive when shooting wideopen but still sufficient for plenty of
detail in the eyes. Colour fringing and distortion are minimal. Autofocus is pretty sluggish, though it
is improved in this Mark II edition, compared with the original lens. Unusually for a ringtype
ultrasonic autofocus system, the manual focus ring is coupled electronically rather than
mechanically. Build quality is of a fully prograde standard but lacks the weatherseals that usually
adorn Lseries optics. Build quality feels solid and robust, and comes complete with weatherseals.
Like the Samyang manual lens for EOS Rseries cameras, this autofocus lens for DSLRs includes a
hybrid aspherical element and Ultra Multi Coating. However, there’s no need for an aperture control
ring as onboard electronics enable full communication and aperture adjustment from the camera
body. As such, manual focusing and override of autofocus is courtesy an electronically coupled
control ring. Even so, that’s not necessarily a dealbreaker for a portrait lens. Bokeh is of good
quality wideopen, and remains so when stopping down a little, thanks to a wellrounded 9blade
diaphragm. In the 85mm sector, however, a slightly faster aperture is often preferred, so this Nikon
Z lens has something to prove. Quality optics include two ED Extralow Dispersion elements and
Nano Crystal Coat. There are no aspherical elements, but this can be a bonus for bokeh. Upmarket
build quality includes comprehensive weatherseals, and autofocus is courtesy of a quick yet virtually
silent stepping motor. The large, electronicallycoupled control ring enables highprecision manual
focusing and can also be used for adjusting the likes of aperture and exposure compensation.


